
CLOTHING IN ARMOR
The bullet stops here!



Veteran Owned
CIA is a veteran owned company that was

established to meet the needs of government
agencies, law enforcement, first responders, upper

level security personnel, and the everyday
concerned citizen

We have a vested interest in quality protection

Veteran

CIA FOUNDER, Drew Keys 



Highest Quality

"CIA's goal is to provide our users the highest quality 
lightweight ballistic apparel, with maximum protection, 
while still allowing them the greatest level of flexibility 
and uncompromised movement. Our clothing meets and 
exceeds the current market standard" 
-Drew Keys, CIA Founder

CIA focuses on providing exceptional protective clothing 
to those who operate in high threat environments, from 
undercover agents, security personnel, private detectives 
and executive protection to the day to day American that 
wants a secure peace of mind

CUSTOM JACKETS MADE TO ORDER

Lightweight & Flexible for ease of motion



Exceeds Standards
At a mere 3/16’s of an inch our current product 
line includes Level II & IIIA compliant protection.

CIA’s IIIa Compliant medium to large stealth vest 
weighs a total of 2.8 lbs. 

While being completely undetectable, our 
material is also stab resistant and fire retardant



CALIBER TESTING

MODEL DK212

MODEL DK206

Calibers Tested – 3 shots per test at 3ft, 5ft, 7ft

.44 MAGNUM

.357 SIG

.45 ACP HOLLOW POINT
9MM HORNADY FTX

.357 MAGNUM

.45 ACP

.38 + P 
9MM



PROPRIETARY 
BALLISTIC 

MATERIALS

DK-19® and GS-20®

ONGOING TESTING

CIA has developed the DK-19® 
and GS-20®, which are 
proprietary ballistic materials 
that are lightweight, flexible and 
user-friendly

CIA continually tests and upgrades all elements 
of our products & manufacturing to ensure that 
our customers stay protected in their daily 
environments

OVER 9 YEARS OF TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT
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PRODUCT LINE

FLANNEL JACKET

STEALTH VEST

EXECUTIVE SUIT



Contact Us

Adam@ClothingInArmor.com

clothinginarmor.com

+760-535-5387

tel:760-535-5387


THANK YOU!
CLOTHING IN ARMOR

 
The bullet stops here!


